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The manuscript is one a series resulting from a comprehensive lake drilling program, undertaken 
in a unique setting and under extreme environmental and operational conditions.  No doubt it 
will be an enduring key paleoclimate reference site.  This paper synthesizes an extensive suite of 
physical properties, seismic, downhole geophysical, and bulk geochemical data.  Some of the 
key datasets integrated were previously published (seismic, geochemical data) but this seems to 
be the first paper dedicated to assessing the physical properties of drilled and recovered core 
material. 

Importantly, the downhole data analysis reflects the lower 2/3 of the section drilled, as 
measurements of upper section were either compromised or not acquired, evidently due to 
abandoned pipe left in nearby drillholes. 

The principal quantitative synthesis approach is a type of cluster analysis (k-means), which is 
one reasonable approach to quantifying downhole lithology and deriving inferences accordingly 
(PCAS is more commonly applied but this works fine).  The specific purpose of the statistical 
analysis should be explicitly stated early on in the paper however. 

It is not clear if the seismic reflection data presented were single-fold Bolt airgun records, or 
multifold GI gun data….this should be clarified. 

It would be useful to the reader if the authors could post detailed ages directly onto the seismic 
reflection profiles at the drill site.  A zoomed-in image of reflection seismic data at the drill hole 
with this age info would be helpful. 

The standard approach for directly correlating reflection seismic data to drill holes is to generate 
synthetic seismograms using density and velocity data.  Although their downhole tool failed 
during operations, velocity data from the whole-core logs should be available, and following data 
conditioning could be used to tying the drill hole to the seismic data.  I recommend this be 
considered in the context of this paper. 

The U-peaks are intriguing.   Is it possible there is a relationship between U and high-TOC 
intervals?  This cannot be determined from figures as presented….please consider including 
downcore TOC along with U on Figure. 3. 

4.2 and 4.3 have identical subtitles (also 5.1 and 5.2)…..please change/clarify each section. 



The conceptual model of colder periods of high ice cover producing enhanced siliciclastic inputs 
seems a bit problematic; perhaps given the high resolution of most of these data sets this could 
be refined? 

 

-------------------------------------- 

Scientific Significance  - Good 

Scientific Quality - Excellent 

Presentation Quality - Good 

Responses to Editorial Queries 

1. Does the paper address relevant scientific questions within the scope of CP? Yes 
2. Does the paper present novel concepts, ideas, tools, or data?  Yes this contains new 

data synthesized with key previously published data. 
3. Are substantial conclusions reached?  Yes.  The broad results are largely non-unique 

compared to recently published paper in Science, but provide an essential perspective and 
new details on this long record high-latitude terrestrial record.  

4. Are the scientific methods and assumptions valid and clearly outlined?  Yes.  Data 
analyses are rigorous and justified. 

5. Are the results sufficient to support the interpretations and conclusions?  Yes. 
6. Is the description of experiments and calculations sufficiently complete and precise 

to allow their reproduction by fellow scientists (traceability of results)?  Yes, note 
remarks above. 

7. Do the authors give proper credit to related work and clearly indicate their own 
new/original contribution?   Yes. 

8. Does the title clearly reflect the contents of the paper?  Yes. 
9. Does the abstract provide a concise and complete summary?  Yes. 
10. Is the overall presentation well-structured and clear? Mostly.  Several subsection 

titles are repeated, and need to be clarified (see above). 
11. Is the language fluent and precise?   The paper is mainly well-written but requires 

further editing.  In a few places it the text is verbose (see marked-up copy).  The authors 
should take care to avoid the vernacular and informal prose (many instances of this in the 
text….see mark-up).  For example:  

“probe basically consists of  

“While electrical resistivity shows pronounced peaks in the bedrock and in the transitional zone, 
it is pretty constant with only very small peaks throughout the entire lacustrine section,….”;  



Authors need to take care in usage of “further” (as in meaning, for instance, additional study) 
versus “farther” ((as in implying additional physical distance). 

Suggest that the authors avoid parenthetical statements. 

Suggest that the authors avoid writing in the first person, as is done in many places in text. 

12. Are mathematical formulae, symbols, abbreviations, and units correctly defined and 
used?  Yes. 

13. Should any parts of the paper (text, formulae, figures, tables) be clarified, reduced, 
combined, or eliminated?  Yes, see above. 

14. Are the number and quality of references appropriate?  Yes. 
15. Is the amount and quality of supplementary material appropriate?  N/A. 




















































